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Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the correct answer to each of the 

following questions.  

Question 1: That is your umbrella, _______ ? 

 A. isn’t it   B. isn’t that   C. does it   D. doesn’t it 

Question 2: He tried to avoid _______ my questions. 

 A. answer   B. to answer   C. answering   D. answered 

Question 3: If I had time, I _______ shopping with you. 

 A. went   B. will go   C. would go   D. would have gone 

Question 4: Since we came here, we _______ a lot of acquaintances. 

 A. have had   B. had    C. have   D. are having 

Question 5: Although he tried hard, _______ the driving examination. 

 A. but he failed  B. yet he failed  C. and he failed  D. he failed 

Question 6: She _______ lunch by the time we arrived. 

 A. finished   B. had finished  C. has finished  D. finishing 

Question 7: Nobody will receive a check on Friday because the wrong cards were put into the computer 

_______ accident. 

 A. in    B. by    C. on    D. of 

Question 8: There is no doubt that a language ________ throughout the world would do much to bring 

countries closer to each other. 

 A. commonly using   B. is commonly used 

 C. was commonly used  D. commonly used 

Question 9: Music and television are forms of _______ . 

 A. entertain   B. entertained   C. entertaining  D. entertainment 

Question 10: My father still hasn’t really _______ the death of my mother. 

 A. look after   B. taken after   C. recovered from  D. gone off 

Question 11: In a formal interview, it is essential to maintain good eye ____ with the interviewers. 

A. contact  B. touch  C. link   D. connection 

Question 12: Too many factories dispose ____ their waste by pumping it into rivers and the sea. 

A. out   B. of   C. away  D. off 

Question 13: Members of my family share the ____. 

A. homework  B. hometown  C. household  D. housework 

Question 14“We’d better ____ if we want to get there in time.” 

A. take up  B. turn down  C. speed up  D. put down 

 

Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the sentence that best completes each of 

the following exchanges.  

Question 15: “Would you say that English is a global language?” – “_______”. 

 A. Yes, it has.                  B. I like it.      

 C. I don’t understand the difference.    D. Oh, absolutely. 

Question 16:  “Excuse me. Is this the math class?” –“ _________”   

     A. Yes, they are your math teachers.   B. Yes, it is. And I’m your teacher.   

     C. Not really, he’s the man over there.              D. No, he isn’t here. 

 

Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the 

correct answer to each of the questions from 17 to 21. 

At the end of 2019, a new type of corona virus started spreading in China. This type of corona 

virus is often called 2019-nCoV, novel corona virus, or COVID-19. It is believed that the virus was 

transmitted from animals to humans. Some of the first cases were diagnosed in people who had visited a 

market selling live seafood and animals. Unfortunately, when viruses are transmitted from animals to 

people, it can take scientists a lot of time before they can develop a vaccine or medicines to cure it. 
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Some of the symptoms of the corona virus are fever, cough, runny nose, sore throat, headache, and 

trouble breathing. These symptoms are very much like those people have with a cold or the flu. The virus 

appears to spread mainly from person to person. The transmission occurs when someone comes into 

contact with an infected person. For example, a cough, sneeze or handshake could cause transmission. 

The spread may also be caused by coming into contact with something an infected person has touched 

and then touching your mouth, nose or eyes. 

There is no specific vaccine or medication to cure the disease, but generally, symptoms will go 

away on their own. However, experts recommend seeking medical care early if symptoms feel worse than 

a standard cold. Doctors can relieve symptoms by prescribing pain or fever medication. As far as 

antibiotics are concerned, they are useless to treat corona virus. 

Question 17: Which best serves as the title of the passage? 

 A. The symptoms of corona virus   B. The origin of corona virus 

 C. Corona virus: Do you know about it?  D. How to treat corona virus?  

Question 18: The word “Unfortunately” in paragraph 1 is closest in meaning to _______ ? 

 A. Unluckily  B. Unpleasantly  C. Uncomfortably  D. Unacceptably 

Question 19: Which is NOT mentioned in paragraph 2 as a symptom of the corona virus?  

 A. fever  B. cough   C. trouble breathing  D. allergic 

Question 20: According to paragraph 2, the corona virus can be transmitted from person to person when 

_______ ? 

 A. An infected person shakes hands with someone. 

 B. An infected person coughs or sneezes without covering. 

 C. Someone come into contact with something an infected person touched. 

            D. All are correct.  

Question 21: The word “they” in paragraph 4 refers to _______ ? 

 A. Doctors  B. Antibiotics   C. Symptoms   D. Experts 

 

Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word whose underlined part differs 

from the other three in the position of primary stress in each of the following questions. 

Question 22:  A. possible B. imagine C. permission D. enormous 

Question 23:  A. activate B. terrify C. discover D. normally 

 

Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word whose underlined part differs 

from the other three in pronunciation in each of the following questions. 

Question 24:  A. placed               B. missed              C. wicked               D. worked 

Question 25:  A. promise            B. property            C. problem             D. prone 

 

Choose the underlined part that needs correction. 

Question 26: News about  COVID  19 have been updated every minute recently. 

                                              A                B                C           D 
Question 27: My boss doesn’t allow us to use the mobile phone or eating in the office. 

                                          A                        B                                         C             D 
Question 28: We’ve got a terrific amount of work to do today. 

                           A                  B                 C             D 

 

Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the 

correct answer to each of the questions from 29 to 36. 

  Let’s do a little experiment: Take five minutes, and find some information about Angola. 

How did you get your information? How much information were you able to get? Chances are, you 

probably just went online and typed the word “Angola”. You were probably able to find out all sorts of 

things. This experiment shows us how useful the Internet is. 

Over the last 20 years, the Internet has changed the way that we live, work, and study. The biggest 

change has been the way that we access information. Twenty years ago, you would have needed an 

encyclopedia to learn about Angola. If you had wanted information, you would have had to get out of 
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your chair, open your encyclopedia, and look up the word “Angola”. Today all you need is about five 

seconds and you’ll have the exact same information. This technology makes work a lot faster and more 

efficient. 

It has also made information storage a lot easier and neater. Twenty years ago, offices had papers 

and files all over the place. If you wanted to find a file, you had to open a desk drawer and find the right 

piece of paper. Today, many of us keep our files in cloud storage. Cloud storage is a technology that lets 

people store files on the Internet. All you have to do is to sign into the site, and you can find all of your 

files in seconds. 

Another big change is communication. These days more and more people are working from home. 

People have “home offices”. They just do their work at their house and e-mail it to their company. It 

makes life a lot easier. 

Some people don’t like these changes. They say that life is too convenient these days, and it is 

making people lazy. However, most people think that even if this technology makes us a little easier, it 

still has more benefits than disadvantages. In the end, it doesn’t matter what we think. The Internet has 

changed all of our lives forever. 

Question 29: If you use cloud storage, where are your files? 

A. On the Internet B. In your desk C. On an airplane D. On your computer 

Question 30: Why do some people dislike the changes that have come from the Internet? 

A. They think that the Internet makes life too stressful. 

B. They think that the Internet makes people too smart. 

C. They think that the Internet is too hard to use. 

D. They think that the Internet makes people lazy. 

Question 31: What does the word “chances” in paragraph 1 mean? 

A. Probably  B. Probably not C. Definitely  D. Definitely not 

Question 32: The word “they” in paragraph 5 refers to ____. 

A. Computers  B. People  C. Opinions  D. Changes 

Question 33: All of the following are the benefits of using the Internet in communication EXCEPT that 

____. 

A. people can send e-mail to each other very quickly 

B. the Internet can make communication between great distances more convenient 

C. the Internet keeps huge amounts of data in cloud storage 

D. the social network makes communication more interesting 

Question 34: What is another way of saying the last two sentences of the passage? 

A. The Internet is changing all the time. 

B. The Internet is changing the way that we think. 

C. Some people say that they don’t like the Internet, but they actually like it. 

D. No matter what we think, the Internet is changing our lives. 

Question 35: All of the following can be inferred from the passage EXCEPT that ____. 

A. encyclopedia was a great source of knowledge 

B. some people don’t like the Internet because they are lazy to learn 

C. files in an office used to take a lot of space 

D. we can get information about any subject by using the Internet 

Question 36: Which best serves as the title of the passage? 

A. The Internet: Changing Everything  B. The Internet: A New Kind of Communication 

C. The Internet: An Information Storage   D. The Internet: A New Lifestyle.  

Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the 

correct word or phrase that best fits each of the numbered blanks from 37 to 41. 

   British parents are always complaining that their children spend too much time glued to the telly 

and not enough time on their activities, (37) _____________ sports and reading. A survey recently (38) 

_________on people’s viewing habits does not disprove this. It shows that young people in Britain spend 

on average 23 hours a week in front of the television, which works out at over three hours every day. 

   What is surprising, however, is the fact that the (39) __________adult watches even more: an 

incredible 28 hours a week. We seem to have become a nation of addicts. Just about every household in 
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the country has a television and over half have two or more. According to the survey, people nowadays 

don’t just watch television, sitting in their living rooms; they watch it in the kitchen and in bed (40) 

__________   The Education Minister said a few weeks ago that Britain’s pupils should spend more time 

reading. Unfortunately, parents are not (41) __________ a good example: adults do less reading than 

young people. In fact, reading is at the bottom of their list of favouring pastimes. They would rather listen 

to the radio, go to the cinema or hire a video to watch on their televisions at home. 

 

Question 37: A. such B. as C. like D. alike 

Question 38: A. investigated B. researched C. carried D. carried out 

Question 39: A. average B. normal C. usual D. regular 

Question 40: A. in addition B. furthermore C. as well D. as long as 

Question 41: A. making B. setting C. doing D. bringing 

 

Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word(s) OPPOSITE in meaning to 

the underlined word(s) in each of the following questions. 
Question 42: “The table is too heavy for me to move alone.” 

A. light  B. easy    C. old      D. bulky 

Question 43: “That is a well-behaved boy whose behaviour has nothing to complain about.” 

A. behaving nice B. behaving cleverly  C. good behaviour    D. behaving improperly 

Mark the letter A, B, Cor D on your answer sheet to indicate the word(s) CLOSEST in meaning to the 

underlined word(s) in each of the following questions. 
Question 44: The whole village was wiped out in the bombing raids. 

A. changed completely    B. cleaned well 

C. destroyed completely    D. removed quickly 

Question 45: A brief outline of the course and bibliography were handed out to the students at the first 

meeting. 

A. discarded  B. showed up   C. distributed  D. contributed 

Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the sentence that is closest in meaning to 

each of the following questions. 
Question 46: No one in the class is as tall as Peter. 

A. Peter is taller than in the class. 

B. Peter is the tallest in the class. 

C. Peter is the most tall in the class. 

D. Peter is more tall than in the class. 

Question 47: Success in the academic field depends on your ability to amass qualifications. 

  A. If you are able to amass qualifications, you will succeed to learn academic fields. 

  B. The more you are able to amass qualifications, the more successful you will be in the academic field. 

  C. The more able you are to amass qualifications, the more success you achieve in the academic field. 

  D. You should be able to amass qualifications, otherwise you will succeed in the academic field. 

Question 48: Her success went beyond her expectation. 

  A. She had always expected success.                      B. Her expectation was not on her success. 

  C. She had expected that she would succeed.         D. Never had she expected success. 
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Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the sentence that best combines each pair 

of sentences in the following questions. 

Question 49: I left home. Then I realized how much my family meant to me. 

A. Not until I had left home did I realized how much my family meant to me. 

B. When having left home did I realized how much my family meant to me. 

C. After having left home did I realized how much my family meant to me. 

D. Before I realized how much my family meant to me did I leave home. 

Question 50: We didn’t want to swim in the river. It looked very dirty. 

A. We didn’t want to swim in the river, where looked very dirty. 

B. We didn’t want to swim in the river, which looked very dirty. 

C. We didn’t want to swim in the river, in which looked very dirty. 

D. We didn’t want to swim in the river, that looked very dirty. 

 

* THE END * 
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Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the 

correct answer to each of the questions from 1 to 5. 

At the end of 2019, a new type of corona virus started spreading in China. This type of corona 

virus is often called 2019-nCoV, novel corona virus, or COVID-19. It is believed that the virus was 

transmitted from animals to humans. Some of the first cases were diagnosed in people who had visited a 

market selling live seafood and animals. Unfortunately, when viruses are transmitted from animals to 

people, it can take scientists a lot of time before they can develop a vaccine or medicines to cure it. 

Some of the symptoms of the corona virus are fever, cough, runny nose, sore throat, headache, and 

trouble breathing. These symptoms are very much like those people have with a cold or the flu. The virus 

appears to spread mainly from person to person. The transmission occurs when someone comes into 

contact with an infected person. For example, a cough, sneeze or handshake could cause transmission. 

The spread may also be caused by coming into contact with something an infected person has touched 

and then touching your mouth, nose or eyes. 

There is no specific vaccine or medication to cure the disease, but generally, symptoms will go 

away on their own. However, experts recommend seeking medical care early if symptoms feel worse than 

a standard cold. Doctors can relieve symptoms by prescribing pain or fever medication. As far as 

antibiotics are concerned, they are useless to treat corona virus. 

Question 1: Which best serves as the title of the passage? 

 A. The symptoms of corona virus   B. The origin of corona virus 

 C. Corona virus: Do you know about it?  D. How to treat corona virus?  

Question 2: The word “Unfortunately” in paragraph 1 is closest in meaning to _______ ? 

 A. Unluckily  B. Unpleasantly  C. Uncomfortably  D. Unacceptably 

Question 3: Which is NOT mentioned in paragraph 2 as a symptom of the corona virus?  

 A. fever  B. cough   C. trouble breathing  D. allergic 

Question 4: According to paragraph 2, the corona virus can be transmitted from person to person when 

_______ ? 

 A. An infected person shakes hands with someone. 

 B. An infected person coughs or sneezes without covering. 

 C. Someone come into contact with something an infected person touched. 

            D. All are correct.  

Question 5: The word “they” in paragraph 4 refers to _______ ? 

 A. Doctors  B. Antibiotics   C. Symptoms   D. Experts 

 

Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word whose underlined part differs 

from the other three in the position of primary stress in each of the following questions. 

Question 6:  A. possible B. imagine C. permission D. enormous 

Question 7:  A. activate B. terrify C. discover D. normally 

 

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the correct answer to each of the 

following questions.  

Question 8: That is your umbrella, _______ ? 

 A. isn’t it   B. isn’t that   C. does it   D. doesn’t it 

Question 9: He tried to avoid _______ my questions. 

 A. answer   B. to answer   C. answering   D. answered 

Question 10: If I had time, I _______ shopping with you. 

 A. went   B. will go   C. would go   D. would have gone 
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Question 11: Since we came here, we _______ a lot of acquaintances. 

 A. have had   B. had    C. have   D. are having 

Question 12: Although he tried hard, _______ the driving examination. 

 A. but he failed  B. yet he failed  C. and he failed  D. he failed 

Question 13: She _______ lunch by the time we arrived. 

 A. finished   B. had finished  C. has finished  D. finishing 

Question 14: Nobody will receive a check on Friday because the wrong cards were put into the computer 

_______ accident. 

 A. in    B. by    C. on    D. of 

Question 15: There is no doubt that a language ________ throughout the world would do much to bring 

countries closer to each other. 

 A. commonly using   B. is commonly used 

 C. was commonly used  D. commonly used 

Question 16: Music and television are forms of _______ . 

 A. entertain   B. entertained   C. entertaining  D. entertainment 

Question 17: My father still hasn’t really _______ the death of my mother. 

 A. look after   B. taken after   C. recovered from  D. gone off 

Question 18: In a formal interview, it is essential to maintain good eye ____ with the interviewers. 

A. contact  B. touch  C. link   D. connection 

Question 19: Too many factories dispose ____ their waste by pumping it into rivers and the sea. 

A. out   B. of   C. away  D. off 

Question 20: Members of my family share the ____. 

A. homework  B. hometown  C. household  D. housework 

Question 21: “We’d better ____ if we want to get there in time.” 

A. take up  B. turn down  C. speed up  D. put down 

 

Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the sentence that best completes each of 

the following exchanges.  

Question 22: “Would you say that English is a global language?” – “_______”. 

 A. Yes, it has.                  B. I like it.      

 C. I don’t understand the difference.    D. Oh, absolutely. 

Question 23:  “Excuse me. Is this the math class?” –“ _________”   

     A. Yes, they are your math teachers.   B. Yes, it is. And I’m your teacher.   

     C. Not really, he’s the man over there.              D. No, he isn’t here. 

 

Choose the underlined part that needs correction. 

Question 24: News about  COVID  19 have been updated every minute recently. 

                                              A                B                C           D 
Question 25: My boss doesn’t allow us to use the mobile phone or eating in the office. 

                                          A                        B                                         C             D 
Question 26: We’ve got a terrific amount of work to do today. 

                           A                  B                 C             D 

 

Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the 

correct answer to each of the questions from 27 to 34. 

  Let’s do a little experiment: Take five minutes, and find some information about Angola. 

How did you get your information? How much information were you able to get? Chances are, you 

probably just went online and typed the word “Angola”. You were probably able to find out all sorts of 

things. This experiment shows us how useful the Internet is. 

Over the last 20 years, the Internet has changed the way that we live, work, and study. The biggest 

change has been the way that we access information. Twenty years ago, you would have needed an 

encyclopedia to learn about Angola. If you had wanted information, you would have had to get out of 

your chair, open your encyclopedia, and look up the word “Angola”. Today all you need is about five 

seconds and you’ll have the exact same information. This technology makes work a lot faster and more 
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efficient. 

It has also made information storage a lot easier and neater. Twenty years ago, offices had papers 

and files all over the place. If you wanted to find a file, you had to open a desk drawer and find the right 

piece of paper. Today, many of us keep our files in cloud storage. Cloud storage is a technology that lets 

people store files on the Internet. All you have to do is to sign into the site, and you can find all of your 

files in seconds. 

Another big change is communication. These days more and more people are working from home. 

People have “home offices”. They just do their work at their house and e-mail it to their company. It 

makes life a lot easier. 

Some people don’t like these changes. They say that life is too convenient these days, and it is 

making people lazy. However, most people think that even if this technology makes us a little easier, it 

still has more benefits than disadvantages. In the end, it doesn’t matter what we think. The Internet has 

changed all of our lives forever. 

Question 27: If you use cloud storage, where are your files? 

A. On the Internet B. In your desk C. On an airplane D. On your computer 

Question 28: Why do some people dislike the changes that have come from the Internet? 

A. They think that the Internet makes life too stressful. 

B. They think that the Internet makes people too smart. 

C. They think that the Internet is too hard to use. 

D. They think that the Internet makes people lazy. 

Question 29: What does the word “chances” in paragraph 1 mean? 

A. Probably  B. Probably not C. Definitely  D. Definitely not 

Question 30: The word “they” in paragraph 5 refers to ____. 

A. Computers  B. People  C. Opinions  D. Changes 

Question 31: All of the following are the benefits of using the Internet in communication EXCEPT that 

____. 

A. people can send e-mail to each other very quickly 

B. the Internet can make communication between great distances more convenient 

C. the Internet keeps huge amounts of data in cloud storage 

D. the social network makes communication more interesting 

Question 32: What is another way of saying the last two sentences of the passage? 

A. The Internet is changing all the time. 

B. The Internet is changing the way that we think. 

C. Some people say that they don’t like the Internet, but they actually like it. 

D. No matter what we think, the Internet is changing our lives. 

Question 33: All of the following can be inferred from the passage EXCEPT that ____. 

A. encyclopedia was a great source of knowledge 

B. some people don’t like the Internet because they are lazy to learn 

C. files in an office used to take a lot of space 

D. we can get information about any subject by using the Internet 

Question 34: Which best serves as the title of the passage? 

A. The Internet: Changing Everything  B. The Internet: A New Kind of Communication 

C. The Internet: An Information Storage   D. The Internet: A New Lifestyle.  

 

Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the 

correct word or phrase that best fits each of the numbered blanks from 35 to 39. 

   British parents are always complaining that their children spend too much time glued to the telly 

and not enough time on their activities, (35) _____________ sports and reading. A survey recently (36) 

_________on people’s viewing habits does not disprove this. It shows that young people in Britain spend 

on average 23 hours a week in front of the television, which works out at over three hours every day. 

   What is surprising, however, is the fact that the (37) __________adult watches even more: an 

incredible 28 hours a week. We seem to have become a nation of addicts. Just about every household in 

the country has a television and over half have two or more. According to the survey, people nowadays 
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don’t just watch television, sitting in their living rooms; they watch it in the kitchen and in bed (38) 

__________   The Education Minister said a few weeks ago that Britain’s pupils should spend more time 

reading. Unfortunately, parents are not (39) __________ a good example: adults do less reading than 

young people. In fact, reading is at the bottom of their list of favouring pastimes. They would rather listen 

to the radio, go to the cinema or hire a video to watch on their televisions at home. 

 

Question 35: A. such B. as C. like D. alike 

Question 36: A. investigated B. researched C. carried D. carried out 

Question 37: A. average B. normal C. usual D. regular 

Question 38: A. in addition B. furthermore C. as well D. as long as 

Question 39: A. making B. setting C. doing D. bringing 

 

Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word(s) OPPOSITE in meaning to 

the underlined word(s) in each of the following questions. 
Question 40: “The table is too heavy for me to move alone.” 

A. light  B. easy    C. old      D. bulky 

Question 41: “That is a well-behaved boy whose behaviour has nothing to complain about.” 

A. behaving nice B. behaving cleverly  C. good behaviour    D. behaving improperly 

Mark the letter A, B, Cor D on your answer sheet to indicate the word(s) CLOSEST in meaning to the 

underlined word(s) in each of the following questions. 
Question 42: The whole village was wiped out in the bombing raids. 

A. changed completely    B. cleaned well 

C. destroyed completely    D. removed quickly 

Question 43: A brief outline of the course and bibliography were handed out to the students at the first 

meeting. 

A. discarded  B. showed up   C. distributed  D. contributed 

Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the sentence that is closest in meaning to 

each of the following questions. 
Question 44: No one in the class is as tall as Peter. 

A. Peter is taller than in the class. 

B. Peter is the tallest in the class. 

C. Peter is the most tall in the class. 

D. Peter is more tall than in the class. 

Question 45: Success in the academic field depends on your ability to amass qualifications. 

  A. If you are able to amass qualifications, you will succeed to learn academic fields. 

  B. The more you are able to amass qualifications, the more successful you will be in the academic field. 

  C. The more able you are to amass qualifications, the more success you achieve in the academic field. 

  D. You should be able to amass qualifications, otherwise you will succeed in the academic field. 

Question 46: Her success went beyond her expectation. 

  A. She had always expected success.                      B. Her expectation was not on her success. 

  C. She had expected that she would succeed.         D. Never had she expected success. 

Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word whose underlined part differs 

from the other three in pronunciation in each of the following questions. 

Question 47:  A. placed               B. missed              C. wicked               D. worked 

Question 48:  A. promise            B. property            C. problem             D. prone 

 

Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the sentence that best combines each pair 

of sentences in the following questions. 

Question 49: I left home. Then I realized how much my family meant to me. 

A. Not until I had left home did I realized how much my family meant to me. 

B. When having left home did I realized how much my family meant to me. 

C. After having left home did I realized how much my family meant to me. 

D. Before I realized how much my family meant to me did I leave home. 
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Question 50: We didn’t want to swim in the river. It looked very dirty. 

A. We didn’t want to swim in the river, where looked very dirty. 

B. We didn’t want to swim in the river, which looked very dirty. 

C. We didn’t want to swim in the river, in which looked very dirty. 

D. We didn’t want to swim in the river, that looked very dirty. 

 

* THE END * 
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Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the sentence that best completes each of 

the following exchanges.  

Question 1: “Would you say that English is a global language?” – “_______”. 

 A. Oh, absolutely.      B. I like it.      

 C. I don’t understand the difference.    D. Yes, it has.             

Question 2:  “Excuse me. Is this the math class?” –“ _________”   

     A. Yes, they are your math teachers.   B. Yes, it is. And I’m your teacher.   

     C. Not really, he’s the man over there.              D. No, he isn’t here. 

 

Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the 

correct answer to each of the questions from 3 to 7. 

At the end of 2019, a new type of corona virus started spreading in China. This type of corona 

virus is often called 2019-nCoV, novel corona virus, or COVID-19. It is believed that the virus was 

transmitted from animals to humans. Some of the first cases were diagnosed in people who had visited a 

market selling live seafood and animals. Unfortunately, when viruses are transmitted from animals to 

people, it can take scientists a lot of time before they can develop a vaccine or medicines to cure it. 

Some of the symptoms of the corona virus are fever, cough, runny nose, sore throat, headache, and 

trouble breathing. These symptoms are very much like those people have with a cold or the flu. The virus 

appears to spread mainly from person to person. The transmission occurs when someone comes into 

contact with an infected person. For example, a cough, sneeze or handshake could cause transmission. 

The spread may also be caused by coming into contact with something an infected person has touched 

and then touching your mouth, nose or eyes. 

There is no specific vaccine or medication to cure the disease, but generally, symptoms will go 

away on their own. However, experts recommend seeking medical care early if symptoms feel worse than 

a standard cold. Doctors can relieve symptoms by prescribing pain or fever medication. As far as 

antibiotics are concerned, they are useless to treat corona virus. 

Question 3: Which best serves as the title of the passage? 

 A. The symptoms of corona virus   B. The origin of corona virus 

 C. Corona virus: Do you know about it?  D. How to treat corona virus?  

Question 4: The word “Unfortunately” in paragraph 1 is closest in meaning to _______ ? 

 A. Unluckily  B. Unpleasantly  C. Uncomfortably  D. Unacceptably 

Question 5: Which is NOT mentioned in paragraph 2 as a symptom of the corona virus?  

 A. fever  B. cough   C. trouble breathing  D. allergic 

Question 6: According to paragraph 2, the corona virus can be transmitted from person to person when 

_______ ? 

 A. An infected person shakes hands with someone. 

 B. An infected person coughs or sneezes without covering. 

 C. Someone come into contact with something an infected person touched. 

            D. All are correct.  

Question 7: The word “they” in paragraph 4 refers to _______ ? 

 A. Doctors  B. Antibiotics   C. Symptoms   D. Experts 

 

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the correct answer to each of the 

following questions.  

Question 8: Nobody will receive a check on Friday because the wrong cards were put into the computer 

_______ accident. 

 A. in    B. by    C. on    D. of 
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Question 9: That is your umbrella, _______ ? 

 A. does it  B. isn’t that   C. isn’t it  D. doesn’t it 

Question 10: He tried to avoid _______ my questions. 

 A. answering   B. to answer   C. answer  D. answered 

Question 11: Since we came here, we _______ a lot of acquaintances. 

 A. had   B. have had   C. have  D. are having 

Question 12: Although he tried hard, _______ the driving examination. 

 A. he failed B. yet he failed  C. and he failed   D. but he failed 

Question 13: She _______ lunch by the time we arrived. 

 A. finished   B. had finished  C. has finished  D. finishing 

Question 14: My father still hasn’t really _______ the death of my mother. 

 A. look after   B. taken after   C. recovered from  D. gone off 

Question 15: Music and television are forms of _______ . 

 A. entertain   B. entertained   C. entertaining  D. entertainment 

Question 16: There is no doubt that a language ________ throughout the world would do much to bring 

countries closer to each other. 

 A. commonly using   B. is commonly used 

 C. was commonly used  D. commonly used 

Question 17: If I had time, I _______ shopping with you. 

 A. went   B. will go   C. would have gone D. would go   

Question 18: In a formal interview, it is essential to maintain good eye ____ with the interviewers. 

A. contact  B. touch  C. link   D. connection 

Question 19: “We’d better ____ if we want to get there in time.” 

A. take up  B. turn down  C. speed up  D. put down 

Question 20: Members of my family share the ____. 

A. homework  B. hometown  C. household  D. housework 

Question 21: Too many factories dispose ____ their waste by pumping it into rivers and the sea. 

A. out   B. of   C. away  D. off 

 

Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word whose underlined part differs 

from the other three in the position of primary stress in each of the following questions. 

Question 22:  A. possible B. imagine C. permission D. enormous 

Question 23:  A. activate B. terrify C. discover D. normally 

 

Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word whose underlined part differs 

from the other three in pronunciation in each of the following questions. 

Question 24:  A. placed               B. missed              C. wicked               D. worked 

Question 25:  A. promise            B. property            C. problem             D. prone 

 

 

Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the 

correct word or phrase that best fits each of the numbered blanks from 26 to 30. 

   British parents are always complaining that their children spend too much time glued to the telly 

and not enough time on their activities, (26) _____________ sports and reading. A survey recently (27) 

_________on people’s viewing habits does not disprove this. It shows that young people in Britain spend 

on average 23 hours a week in front of the television, which works out at over three hours every day. 

   What is surprising, however, is the fact that the (28) __________adult watches even more: an 

incredible 28 hours a week. We seem to have become a nation of addicts. Just about every household in 

the country has a television and over half have two or more. According to the survey, people nowadays 

don’t just watch television, sitting in their living rooms; they watch it in the kitchen and in bed (29) 

__________   The Education Minister said a few weeks ago that Britain’s pupils should spend more time 

reading. Unfortunately, parents are not (30) __________ a good example: adults do less reading than 

young people. In fact, reading is at the bottom of their list of favouring pastimes. They would rather listen 

to the radio, go to the cinema or hire a video to watch on their televisions at home. 
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Question 26: A. such B. as C. like D. alike 

Question 27: A. investigated B. researched C. carried D. carried out 

Question 28: A. average B. normal C. usual D. regular 

Question 29: A. in addition B. furthermore C. as well D. as long as 

Question 30: A. making B. setting C. doing D. bringing 

 

Choose the underlined part that needs correction. 

Question 31: News about  COVID  19 have been updated every minute recently. 

                                              A                B                C           D 
Question 32: My boss doesn’t allow us to use the mobile phone or eating in the office. 

                                          A                        B                                         C             D 
Question 33: We’ve got a terrific amount of work to do today. 

                           A                  B                 C             D 

Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the sentence that best combines each pair 

of sentences in the following questions. 

Question 34: I left home. Then I realized how much my family meant to me. 

A. Not until I had left home did I realized how much my family meant to me. 

B. When having left home did I realized how much my family meant to me. 

C. After having left home did I realized how much my family meant to me. 

D. Before I realized how much my family meant to me did I leave home. 

Question 35: We didn’t want to swim in the river. It looked very dirty. 

A. We didn’t want to swim in the river, where looked very dirty. 

B. We didn’t want to swim in the river, which looked very dirty. 

C. We didn’t want to swim in the river, in which looked very dirty. 

D. We didn’t want to swim in the river, that looked very dirty. 

 

Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the 

correct answer to each of the questions from 36 to 43. 

  Let’s do a little experiment: Take five minutes, and find some information about Angola. 

How did you get your information? How much information were you able to get? Chances are, you 

probably just went online and typed the word “Angola”. You were probably able to find out all sorts of 

things. This experiment shows us how useful the Internet is. 

Over the last 20 years, the Internet has changed the way that we live, work, and study. The biggest 

change has been the way that we access information. Twenty years ago, you would have needed an 

encyclopedia to learn about Angola. If you had wanted information, you would have had to get out of 

your chair, open your encyclopedia, and look up the word “Angola”. Today all you need is about five 

seconds and you’ll have the exact same information. This technology makes work a lot faster and more 

efficient. 

It has also made information storage a lot easier and neater. Twenty years ago, offices had papers 

and files all over the place. If you wanted to find a file, you had to open a desk drawer and find the right 

piece of paper. Today, many of us keep our files in cloud storage. Cloud storage is a technology that lets 

people store files on the Internet. All you have to do is to sign into the site, and you can find all of your 

files in seconds. 

Another big change is communication. These days more and more people are working from home. 

People have “home offices”. They just do their work at their house and e-mail it to their company. It 

makes life a lot easier. 

Some people don’t like these changes. They say that life is too convenient these days, and it is 

making people lazy. However, most people think that even if this technology makes us a little easier, it 

still has more benefits than disadvantages. In the end, it doesn’t matter what we think. The Internet has 

changed all of our lives forever. 

Question 36: If you use cloud storage, where are your files? 

A. On the Internet B. In your desk C. On an airplane D. On your computer 
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Question 37: Why do some people dislike the changes that have come from the Internet? 

A. They think that the Internet makes life too stressful. 

B. They think that the Internet makes people lazy. 

C. They think that the Internet is too hard to use. 

D. They think that the Internet makes people too smart. 

Question 38: What does the word “chances” in paragraph 1 mean? 

A. Probably  B. Probably not C. Definitely  D. Definitely not 

Question 39: The word “they” in paragraph 5 refers to ____. 

A. Computers  B. People  C. Opinions  D. Changes 

Question 40: All of the following are the benefits of using the Internet in communication EXCEPT that 

____. 

A. the Internet keeps huge amounts of data in cloud storage  

B. the Internet can make communication between great distances more convenient 

C. people can send e-mail to each other very quickly 

D. the social network makes communication more interesting 

Question 41: What is another way of saying the last two sentences of the passage? 

A. The Internet is changing all the time. 

B. The Internet is changing the way that we think. 

C. Some people say that they don’t like the Internet, but they actually like it. 

D. No matter what we think, the Internet is changing our lives. 

Question 42: All of the following can be inferred from the passage EXCEPT that ____. 

A. encyclopedia was a great source of knowledge 

B. some people don’t like the Internet because they are lazy to learn 

C. files in an office used to take a lot of space 

D. we can get information about any subject by using the Internet 

Question 43: Which best serves as the title of the passage? 

A. The Internet: Changing Everything  B. The Internet: A New Kind of Communication 

C. The Internet: An Information Storage   D. The Internet: A New Lifestyle.  

 

Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the sentence that is closest in meaning to 

each of the following questions. 
Question 44: No one in the class is as tall as Peter. 

A. Peter is taller than in the class. 

B. Peter is the tallest in the class. 

C. Peter is the most tall in the class. 

D. Peter is more tall than in the class. 

Question 45: Success in the academic field depends on your ability to amass qualifications. 

  A. If you are able to amass qualifications, you will succeed to learn academic fields. 

  B. The more you are able to amass qualifications, the more successful you will be in the academic field. 

  C. The more able you are to amass qualifications, the more success you achieve in the academic field. 

  D. You should be able to amass qualifications, otherwise you will succeed in the academic field. 

Question 46: Her success went beyond her expectation. 

  A. She had always expected success.                      B. Her expectation was not on her success. 

  C. She had expected that she would succeed.         D. Never had she expected success. 

Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word(s) OPPOSITE in meaning to 

the underlined word(s) in each of the following questions. 

Question 47: “The table is too heavy for me to move alone.” 

A. light  B. easy    C. old      D. bulky 

Question 48: “That is a well-behaved boy whose behaviour has nothing to complain about.” 

A. behaving nice B. behaving cleverly  C. good behaviour    D. behaving improperly 
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Mark the letter A, B, Cor D on your answer sheet to indicate the word(s) CLOSEST in meaning to the 

underlined word(s) in each of the following questions. 

Question 49: The whole village was wiped out in the bombing raids. 

A. changed completely    B. cleaned well 

C. destroyed completely    D. removed quickly 

Question 50: A brief outline of the course and bibliography were handed out to the students at the first 

meeting. 

A. discarded  B. showed up   C. distributed  D. contributed 

 

 

* THE END * 
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Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the correct answer to each of the 

following questions.  

Question 1: That is your umbrella, _______ ? 

 A. isn’t it   B. isn’t that   C. does it   D. doesn’t it 

Question 2: He tried to avoid _______ my questions. 

 A. answer   B. to answer   C. answering   D. answered 

Question 3: If I had time, I _______ shopping with you. 

 A. went   B. will go   C. would go   D. would have gone 

Question 4: Since we came here, we _______ a lot of acquaintances. 

 A. have had   B. had    C. have   D. are having 

Question 5: Although he tried hard, _______ the driving examination. 

 A. but he failed  B. yet he failed  C. and he failed  D. he failed 

Question 6: She _______ lunch by the time we arrived. 

 A. finished   B. had finished  C. has finished  D. finishing 

Question 7: Nobody will receive a check on Friday because the wrong cards were put into the computer 

_______ accident. 

 A. in    B. by    C. on    D. of 

Question 8: There is no doubt that a language ________ throughout the world would do much to bring 

countries closer to each other. 

 A. commonly using   B. is commonly used 

 C. was commonly used  D. commonly used 

Question 9: Music and television are forms of _______ . 

 A. entertain   B. entertained   C. entertaining  D. entertainment 

Question 10: My father still hasn’t really _______ the death of my mother. 

 A. look after   B. taken after   C. recovered from  D. gone off 

Question 11: In a formal interview, it is essential to maintain good eye ____ with the interviewers. 

A. contact  B. touch  C. link   D. connection 

Question 12: Too many factories dispose ____ their waste by pumping it into rivers and the sea. 

A. out   B. of   C. away  D. off 

Question 13: Members of my family share the ____. 

A. homework  B. hometown  C. household  D. housework 

Question 14“We’d better ____ if we want to get there in time.” 

A. take up  B. turn down  C. speed up  D. put down 

 

Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the sentence that best completes each of 

the following exchanges.  

Question 15: “Would you say that English is a global language?” – “_______”. 

 A. Yes, it has.                  B. I like it.      

 C. I don’t understand the difference.    D. Oh, absolutely. 

Question 16:  “Excuse me. Is this the math class?” –“ _________”   

     A. Yes, they are your math teachers.   B. Yes, it is. And I’m your teacher.   

     C. Not really, he’s the man over there.              D. No, he isn’t here. 

 

Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the 

correct answer to each of the questions from 17 to 21. 

At the end of 2019, a new type of corona virus started spreading in China. This type of corona 

virus is often called 2019-nCoV, novel corona virus, or COVID-19. It is believed that the virus was 

transmitted from animals to humans. Some of the first cases were diagnosed in people who had visited a 
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market selling live seafood and animals. Unfortunately, when viruses are transmitted from animals to 

people, it can take scientists a lot of time before they can develop a vaccine or medicines to cure it. 

Some of the symptoms of the corona virus are fever, cough, runny nose, sore throat, headache, and 

trouble breathing. These symptoms are very much like those people have with a cold or the flu. The virus 

appears to spread mainly from person to person. The transmission occurs when someone comes into 

contact with an infected person. For example, a cough, sneeze or handshake could cause transmission. 

The spread may also be caused by coming into contact with something an infected person has touched 

and then touching your mouth, nose or eyes. 

There is no specific vaccine or medication to cure the disease, but generally, symptoms will go 

away on their own. However, experts recommend seeking medical care early if symptoms feel worse than 

a standard cold. Doctors can relieve symptoms by prescribing pain or fever medication. As far as 

antibiotics are concerned, they are useless to treat corona virus. 

Question 17: Which best serves as the title of the passage? 

 A. The symptoms of corona virus   B. The origin of corona virus 

 C. Corona virus: Do you know about it?  D. How to treat corona virus?  

Question 18: The word “Unfortunately” in paragraph 1 is closest in meaning to _______ ? 

 A. Unluckily  B. Unpleasantly  C. Uncomfortably  D. Unacceptably 

Question 19: Which is NOT mentioned in paragraph 2 as a symptom of the corona virus?  

 A. fever  B. cough   C. trouble breathing  D. allergic 

Question 20: According to paragraph 2, the corona virus can be transmitted from person to person when 

_______ ? 

 A. An infected person shakes hands with someone. 

 B. An infected person coughs or sneezes without covering. 

 C. Someone come into contact with something an infected person touched. 

            D. All are correct.  

Question 21: The word “they” in paragraph 4 refers to _______ ? 

 A. Doctors  B. Antibiotics   C. Symptoms   D. Experts 

 

Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word whose underlined part differs 

from the other three in the position of primary stress in each of the following questions. 

Question 22:  A. possible B. imagine C. permission D. enormous 

Question 23:  A. activate B. terrify C. discover D. normally 

 

Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word whose underlined part differs 

from the other three in pronunciation in each of the following questions. 

Question 24:  A. placed               B. missed              C. wicked               D. worked 

Question 25:  A. promise            B. property            C. problem             D. prone 

 

Choose the underlined part that needs correction. 

Question 26: News about  COVID  19 have been updated every minute recently. 

                                              A                B                C           D 
Question 27: My boss doesn’t allow us to use the mobile phone or eating in the office. 

                                          A                        B                                         C             D 
Question 28: We’ve got a terrific amount of work to do today. 

                           A                  B                 C             D 

 

Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the 

correct answer to each of the questions from 29 to 36. 

  Let’s do a little experiment: Take five minutes, and find some information about Angola. 

How did you get your information? How much information were you able to get? Chances are, you 

probably just went online and typed the word “Angola”. You were probably able to find out all sorts of 

things. This experiment shows us how useful the Internet is. 
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Over the last 20 years, the Internet has changed the way that we live, work, and study. The biggest 

change has been the way that we access information. Twenty years ago, you would have needed an 

encyclopedia to learn about Angola. If you had wanted information, you would have had to get out of 

your chair, open your encyclopedia, and look up the word “Angola”. Today all you need is about five 

seconds and you’ll have the exact same information. This technology makes work a lot faster and more 

efficient. 

It has also made information storage a lot easier and neater. Twenty years ago, offices had papers 

and files all over the place. If you wanted to find a file, you had to open a desk drawer and find the right 

piece of paper. Today, many of us keep our files in cloud storage. Cloud storage is a technology that lets 

people store files on the Internet. All you have to do is to sign into the site, and you can find all of your 

files in seconds. 

Another big change is communication. These days more and more people are working from home. 

People have “home offices”. They just do their work at their house and e-mail it to their company. It 

makes life a lot easier. 

Some people don’t like these changes. They say that life is too convenient these days, and it is 

making people lazy. However, most people think that even if this technology makes us a little easier, it 

still has more benefits than disadvantages. In the end, it doesn’t matter what we think. The Internet has 

changed all of our lives forever. 

Question 29: If you use cloud storage, where are your files? 

A. On the Internet B. In your desk C. On an airplane D. On your computer 

Question 30: Why do some people dislike the changes that have come from the Internet? 

A. They think that the Internet makes life too stressful. 

B. They think that the Internet makes people too smart. 

C. They think that the Internet is too hard to use. 

D. They think that the Internet makes people lazy. 

Question 31: What does the word “chances” in paragraph 1 mean? 

A. Probably  B. Probably not C. Definitely  D. Definitely not 

Question 32: The word “they” in paragraph 5 refers to ____. 

A. Computers  B. People  C. Opinions  D. Changes 

Question 33: All of the following are the benefits of using the Internet in communication EXCEPT that 

____. 

A. people can send e-mail to each other very quickly 

B. the Internet can make communication between great distances more convenient 

C. the Internet keeps huge amounts of data in cloud storage 

D. the social network makes communication more interesting 

Question 34: What is another way of saying the last two sentences of the passage? 

A. The Internet is changing all the time. 

B. The Internet is changing the way that we think. 

C. Some people say that they don’t like the Internet, but they actually like it. 

D. No matter what we think, the Internet is changing our lives. 

Question 35: All of the following can be inferred from the passage EXCEPT that ____. 

A. encyclopedia was a great source of knowledge 

B. some people don’t like the Internet because they are lazy to learn 

C. files in an office used to take a lot of space 

D. we can get information about any subject by using the Internet 

Question 36: Which best serves as the title of the passage? 

A. The Internet: Changing Everything  B. The Internet: A New Kind of Communication 

C. The Internet: An Information Storage   D. The Internet: A New Lifestyle.  

Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the 

correct word or phrase that best fits each of the numbered blanks from 37 to 41. 

   British parents are always complaining that their children spend too much time glued to the telly 

and not enough time on their activities, (37) _____________ sports and reading. A survey recently (38) 
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_________on people’s viewing habits does not disprove this. It shows that young people in Britain spend 

on average 23 hours a week in front of the television, which works out at over three hours every day. 

   What is surprising, however, is the fact that the (39) __________adult watches even more: an 

incredible 28 hours a week. We seem to have become a nation of addicts. Just about every household in 

the country has a television and over half have two or more. According to the survey, people nowadays 

don’t just watch television, sitting in their living rooms; they watch it in the kitchen and in bed (40) 

__________   The Education Minister said a few weeks ago that Britain’s pupils should spend more time 

reading. Unfortunately, parents are not (41) __________ a good example: adults do less reading than 

young people. In fact, reading is at the bottom of their list of favouring pastimes. They would rather listen 

to the radio, go to the cinema or hire a video to watch on their televisions at home. 

 

Question 37: A. such B. as C. like D. alike 

Question 38: A. investigated B. researched C. carried D. carried out 

Question 39: A. average B. normal C. usual D. regular 

Question 40: A. in addition B. furthermore C. as well D. as long as 

Question 41: A. making B. setting C. doing D. bringing 

 

Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word(s) OPPOSITE in meaning to 

the underlined word(s) in each of the following questions. 
Question 42: “The table is too heavy for me to move alone.” 

A. light  B. easy    C. old      D. bulky 

Question 43: “That is a well-behaved boy whose behaviour has nothing to complain about.” 

A. behaving nice B. behaving cleverly  C. good behaviour    D. behaving improperly 

Mark the letter A, B, Cor D on your answer sheet to indicate the word(s) CLOSEST in meaning to the 

underlined word(s) in each of the following questions. 
Question 44: The whole village was wiped out in the bombing raids. 

A. changed completely    B. cleaned well 

C. destroyed completely    D. removed quickly 

Question 45: A brief outline of the course and bibliography were handed out to the students at the first 

meeting. 

A. discarded  B. showed up   C. distributed  D. contributed 

Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the sentence that is closest in meaning to 

each of the following questions. 
Question 46: No one in the class is as tall as Peter. 

A. Peter is taller than in the class. 

B. Peter is the tallest in the class. 

C. Peter is the most tall in the class. 

D. Peter is more tall than in the class. 

Question 47: Success in the academic field depends on your ability to amass qualifications. 

  A. If you are able to amass qualifications, you will succeed to learn academic fields. 

  B. The more you are able to amass qualifications, the more successful you will be in the academic field. 

  C. The more able you are to amass qualifications, the more success you achieve in the academic field. 

  D. You should be able to amass qualifications, otherwise you will succeed in the academic field. 

Question 48: Her success went beyond her expectation. 

  A. She had always expected success.                      B. Her expectation was not on her success. 

  C. She had expected that she would succeed.         D. Never had she expected success. 

 

Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the sentence that best combines each pair 

of sentences in the following questions. 

Question 49: I left home. Then I realized how much my family meant to me. 

A. Not until I had left home did I realized how much my family meant to me. 

B. When having left home did I realized how much my family meant to me. 

C. After having left home did I realized how much my family meant to me. 

D. Before I realized how much my family meant to me did I leave home. 
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Question 50: We didn’t want to swim in the river. It looked very dirty. 

A. We didn’t want to swim in the river, where looked very dirty. 

B. We didn’t want to swim in the river, which looked very dirty. 

C. We didn’t want to swim in the river, in which looked very dirty. 

D. We didn’t want to swim in the river, that looked very dirty. 

 

* THE END * 

 

 


